Executive Stationery Set

Letterhead:
Option 1: 70# Capitol Bond With Custom Watermark
Option 2: 70# Cougar Vellum
PMS 2945 UWF Blue
PMS 356 UWF Green
PMS 871 Metallic Gold
Process Black

Business Card:
100# Accent Cover or Similar
PMS 2945 UWF Blue
PMS 356 UWF Green
PMS 871 Metallic Gold
Process Black

#10 Envelopes:
24# White Wove
PMS 2945 UWF Blue
PMS 356 UWF Green
PMS 871 Metallic Gold
Process Black

Shells may be printed in the 3 PMS colors and Process Black and overprinted with individual specific information in PMS 2945.
Institutional Stationery Set

Letterhead:
Option 1: 70# Capitol Bond
With Custom Watermark
Option 2: 70# Cougar Vellum
PMS 2945 UWF Blue
PMS 2925 Nautilus Blue

Business Cards:
100# Accent Cover or Similar
PMS 2945 UWF Blue
PMS 2925 Nautilus Blue

Letterhead: Option 1:
Option 2:

Business Cards:

#10 Envelopes:
24# White Wove
PMS 2945 UWF Blue
PMS 2925 Nautilus Blue

2-Sided Business Card

1-Sided Business Card

2-Color

1-Color PMS 2945
Additional Envelopes

#10 Window Envelope
24# White Wove
PMS 2945 UWF Blue

#10 Security Envelope
24# White Wove
PMS 2945 UWF Blue

#9 BRE
24# White Wove
PMS 2945 UWF Blue

#9 Regular Institutional
24# White Wove
PMS 2945 UWF Blue

#9 Self Addressed
24# White Wove
PMS 2945 UWF Blue
Additional Envelopes

6x9 Envelope
28# White Wove
PMS 2945 UWF Blue

9x12 Envelope
28# White Wove
PMS 2945 UWF Blue

10x13 Envelope
28# White Wove
PMS 2945 UWF Blue
Institutional Notepad

Notepad:
60# Offset
PMS 2945 UWF Blue

5.5 in x 8.5 in

5 1/2 Baronial Envelopes:
2-color
PMS 2945 UWF Blue
PMS 2925 Nautilus Blue

Institutional Folded Note Cards

Folded Notecards:
80# Cougar Cover
PMS 2945 UWF Blue
PMS 2925 Nautilus Blue
Flat: 5.5 in x 8.5 in
Folded: 5.5 in x 4.25 in
Business Card:
100# Accent Cover or Similar
PMS 285 Argo Blue
PMS 3405 Argo Green
PMS 282 Argo Navy
PMS 421 Argo Gray

Folded Notecard:
80# Cougar Cover
PMS 285 Argo Blue
PMS 3405 Argo Green
PMS 282 Argo Navy
PMS 421 Argo Gray
Flat: 5.5 in x 8.5 in
Folded: 5.5 in x 4.25 in

#10 Envelope:
24# White Wove
PMS 282 Argo Navy
Innovation Institute Card

Business Card:
100# Accent Cover or Similar
PMS 2945 UWF Blue
PMS 361 Cannon Green
PMS 382 Lime
Process Black 60%

WUWF Card

Business Card:
100# Accent Cover or Similar
PMS 2925 Nautilus Blue
PMS 382 Lime